MALE

students

Did you know your student services fees are being
used to promote lies about a rape crisis on campus?
Lies which risk you being thrown out of university?
It’s all about establishing a campus “believe-the-victim”
justice system where women’s word is gospel
and men are rarely believed.

The system is being
stacked against you!

The National Union of Students, using Sydney

She warns our universities are getting

University SRC funding, is paying activists to try to

involved in the criminal justice business,

shut down discussion about what’s going on here.

setting up kangaroo courts which fail to offer

The National Union of Students conference last year
passed a motion agreeing to fund protesters taking
on Bettina Arndt, who has been conducting a
campus tour exposing the truth about
the so-called ‘rape crisis.’
Bettina, a former clinical psychology and sex

accused young men normal legal protections.
This happened over a decade ago in
America and thousands of young men
had their lives derailed. Bettina is helping
male students across Australia battle for fair
treatment from their universities.

therapist, is now a well-known social commentator
speaking out about men’s issues, including feminist
misinformation about the safety of our campuses.
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The truth about the “rape crisis”

What do they want with you?

For years activists have promoted statistics suggesting

The end goal is to force universities to get involved in investigating

most female students are at risk of sexual assault.

and adjudicating rape cases, using a lower standard of proof than

In 2017 The Australian Human Rights Commission

normal criminal law to ensure more convictions. That’s what happened

conducted a million-dollar survey aimed at revealing

in America where all publicly-funded universities were required to set up

the truth about this important issue.

tribunals to investigate and decide such cases. Thousands of students
were thrown out of colleges and are now winning legal cases against

The survey of 30,000 students found each year only 0.8 per cent

those universities for failing to protect their legal rights, particularly in

of students experienced sexual assault, using a very broad

cases involving false accusations.

definition including ‘being tricked into sex against your will,’ or
being touched by a stranger on public transport to and from uni.

The same is happening here. Last year Sydney University introduced
new regulations for investigating and adjudicating rape cases using the

Most of these experiences weren’t what most of us consider

“balance of probabilities”. A sexual assault rape accusation can lead to

“rape” – 40 % said they weren’t serious enough to report

student being suspended from university, lives and careers ruined by

and 40 % said they didn’t need help.

a system which offers none of the usual legal protections. Our criminal

This means over 99 per cent of students had no such experience – so most students are perfectly safe at our universities.

law system is being highjacked by this new “believe-the-victim” form
of justice – which means the woman’s version of events carries more
weight than the man’s.

The AHRC and our universities ignored these positive results but
rather claimed there were high levels of “sexual violence” by using
data which actually showed most students experience low-grade
sexual harassment – mainly unwanted staring, jokes or comments.

Activists bullying universities into
pretending there is still a rape crisis
When the AHRC proved such a fizzer, the activists
stopped talking about the “rape crisis” but rather doubled
down on the universities to do more about “sexual
violence.” Tanya Plibersek has promised to withhold
funding from universities which don’t fall into line. Most
Australian universities now have sexual violence help
lines and counselling services, compulsory courses on
sexual consent – which teach students that only males
are responsible for decisions around sexual activity.
The huge number of bureaucrats now employed by universities to
manage this system are more interested in protecting their jobs by
promoting the rape crisis than ensuring fair treatment for male students.
This is creating an increasingly
anti-male culture on our universities where male sexuality is
demonised and male students
at risk of false accusation.
Anyone who speaks out about

Male students –
take action to protect yourselves
Go to Bettina Arndt’s website and YouTube channel for more
information about what’s happening.
Watch her YouTube video with the Adelaide student about the
ordeal which followed a false rape accusation by a female student:

“It was really frightening being
investigated for rape by the
Adelaide University committee,
knowing they could withhold my PhD
and derail my career if they refused
to believe what actually happened.
It was seven months of hell and endless
sleepless nights knowing the system
was set up to believe the ‘victim’
which meant her lies could end
up ruining my life.”

what’s happening here is
shut down. Last year Sydney
University security called in the
riot squad to remove violent protesters blocking students from
attending Bettina’s campus talk.
This led to the Federal government establishing an inquiry into
free speech on campuses.
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Sign up to receive updates from Bettina
about these alarming developments.
Volunteer to help Bettina expose the truth
about the fake rape crisis
Seek action on her complaint to USYD
against organisers of last year’s violent protest.
Invite Bettina to talk to your student group.

www.bettinaarndt.com.au

